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New Decision Support Network
Launched to Help Payroll Departments
Bloomberg BNA has launched the International Payroll Decision Support Network.
This new membership-based service combines Bloomberg BNA's custom research
o�erings with a collection of new global payroll products and resources accessible to
subscribers online.

May. 23, 2013

ARLINGTON, Va., — Bloomberg BNA has launched the International Payroll
Decision Support Network. This new membership-based service combines
Bloomberg BNA’s custom research offerings with a collection of new global payroll
products and resources accessible to subscribers online.

Similar to other Bloomberg BNA Decision Support Network services, the
International Payroll Decision Support Network serves customers’ needs by offering
key guidance and expert insight into the primary challenges payroll professionals
around the globe face. With the launch of this new service, organizations with
overseas operations and payroll functions now have an all-in-one solution for their
payroll departments.

The Network includes access to a variety of Bloomberg BNA services, including in-
depth country primers, strategic white papers, 12 live webinar conferences per year,
vertical search technology bringing customers the latest global HR and payroll
information, and breaking news alerts delivered via email or the web. The popular
custom research component provides customers with the opportunity to ask speci�c
global payroll questions and receive written reports from Bloomberg BNA’s team of
experts.

“Our customers have demanded coverage of international payroll issues and we’ve
developed a comprehensive solution unlike any other,” said HR & Payroll Group
Publisher Robert Shew. “We’re excited to be able to provide this Network to our
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clients, with a wide range of services that will expand the resources they have to help
them do their jobs.”

The Network’s country primers offer an in-depth review of international payroll
policies in the countries where your business operates. Topics include taxes,
compensation & bene�ts, foreign workers, and treaty arrangements, with coverage
of dozens of countries including Canada, Mexico, and the EU. The country chart
builder tool allows users to easily build, track, and keep current on payroll policies
relating to countries of interest for their business.
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